


The Pinecone and Pebble
Museum
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    From the
Leader's Desk 

Note: For any students or parents who are
fascinated by gems or unusual stones, please
ask Ms. Zainab to show you the rock
collection in the Darushifa Campus Science
lab.

One day, I saw a pinecone on a side
table. A few days later, there was a
pebble in the corner of the bedroom.
After that, a bunch of crushed leaves
came out of pant pockets in the washing
machine. Day after day, the children
were discovering creatures and objects
from outside and bringing them into
the house. 

My first instinct was to ask them to
“throw it away”, “clean it up”, and “not
bring garbage in the house” (or in the
pocket!). My parent-as-housekeeper
mindset could not bear the clutter.

After being exiled, feathers, dried out
insects and shells started accumulating
on a forgotten table in the storeroom.
Whimsically, I started to call the table a
‘museum’–– whenever the children
found something fascinating, 

I told them to put it in their ‘museum’.
They took it to heart and in a short
while, there was a huge collection of
cement shards, pebbles, rocks, and
granite chips. 

At school, the children were learning
about the creation of the earth and how
rocks are formed. Their classmates
brought in gemstones in all colours of
the rainbow. Some brought geodes in
full bloom. I recalled a 5-kg amethyst
that my father had found in the jungles
of Narsapur and sent it to school with
the children. 

Something was snowballing and it
looked like something worthwhile.
After a field trip to a real museum, 
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the children were interested in buying a
few polished gems: agate, amazonite,
obsidian. They made a distinct effort to
pronounce these odd names. They
learned how ‘igneous’ and ‘sedimentary’
rocks differ. They paid attention to how
much money they needed to buy the
gems. They orally presented their rocks
to a family gathering. My parent-as-
educator eyes started to twinkle.

The makeshift ‘museum’ was becoming
a laboratory for the children to study
and inquire about their surroundings on
their own initiative. Maria Montessori’s
words ring true time and again: “follow
the child”.



After 2 years of struggle in the pandemic, it
is good to see that schools are vibrant again
with the physical presence of children and
teachers. The pandemic posed several
challenges to the education community.
These zestful and exuberant teachers with
their spirit of helpfulness now had to face
the many challenges that the pandemic had
imposed on them.

Focus High School has always aimed at
enabling children to excel in all aspects and
now when we are tasked with the education
of 2000 students at a time, we want to
explore more strategies and innovative
methodologies to understand the needs of
children. With changing times and never
ending challenges, 
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effective teaching is highly required.
Among the many steps that we take, one
thing that we strongly want to introduce in
coming days across all the campuses, is a
Standardized Assessment System. It will be
a detailed diagnosis of students’ learnings
through a general assessment. It is meant to
be an internal assessment of academic
standards and will not impact on the
promotion or the detention of students.
Assessment results will help in planning the
subject experts according to the learning
gaps identified in them.

This practice will be implemented in 2-3
cycles in a year. I believe this approach will
help us identify the learning gaps in a more
comprehensive way, so that we can work on
them in a more targeted way than ever.
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Standardized Assessments
A Tool for Teachers to Help Students



Take some non-negotiable time OFF
from the world. The best place is your
prayer mat, 10 minutes before you
begin your prayers. Sit quietly and
BREATHE consciously. 

Recognise your triggers - there is a point
when some of us ‘flip the lid’ easily.
Being able to recognise what makes you
loose control, will help you navigate
your emotions. 

Complete your 8 hours of sleep. If you
haven’t slept properly for days, then
recognise the need a take a nap in the
afternoon, or have an early night.

Adults play many roles as they grow older
and one of the most demanding roles is that
of a parent. The pressure is compounded
for females because the onus of raising
children is generally tilted towards them for
various reasons. Parenting can be an
overwhelming experience. It is sad that our
culture and circumstances numb our
experiences and make the journey
unplanned. Planning milestones in life- for
ourselves and to a certain degree for our
children- can make the journey healthier
and more pleasant. Like children, parents
also experience a sensory overload- too
much noise, too many demands from our
own parents, stress of handling small
children, work, traffic, relatives, continuous
social engagements- the list is endless. The
tragedy is that none of our educational
institutions prepare us for challenges of real
life and especially of parenting. Here are a
few strategies for parents to follow when
life gets tough:

Empowering Parents
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Enjoy nature. It is the best gift you can
give your family. Take them out to a
park, the zoo or to a picnic spot, atleast
once a month. It’s important for
everyone to connect with nature, feel
the soft grass under your feet and be in a
relaxing surrounding. Take a long walk. 

Prioritise work, draw boundaries and
shift work load to another day, if today
was too much. (The clothes won’t
complain if you fold them a day later). 

Turn evenings GADGET FREE. Spend
time in conversations, telling stories of
your life and experiences, sharing
memories and life lessons, playing
board games. These few hours will help
you to not only destress, but also form
strong bonds and memories with your
children.

Exercise, cycle and get massages. We
have forgotten our ancient traditions of
“champi” and “tel maalish”. Revive those
traditions and make it a Sunday routine.
Oiling the head and body is a a sure shot
way to destress for adults and children.  

 

At Focus High School, we understand the
challenges faced by parents and invite you
to come forward whenever you need
support. 

Our leaders will be more than happy to
share their learning and experiences in
handling difficult situations with children. 
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And the secret behind its success

Have you ever wondered why some
educational institutions are more successful
than others? Have you ever tried to know
the secret behind it? The simple secret is to
think and act effectively. Efficiency and
motivation defines how well you do your
job. Everything that you do is driven by
either passion or some kind of a strong
motivation that pushes you! The people
who work without these two elements, just
do a regular “job”. Thus any job turns into a
metier when it is done with passion. 

‘Teaching’ - the Noblest profession

A few years back, we were students and now
we are teachers. Until we are passionate
about what we do, we can never get the
results we want. I believe that teaching is
one of the noblest métier, the most
Primaeval occupations, that not only
spreads and nurtures the mammal to
become a human being, but it also carries
forward the acquired knowledge to the
future generations. If teaching comes from
the heart, it needs complete involvement of
oneself. Passionate Teaching will affect the
hearts and minds of students and it will
make learning enjoyable. I would take the
help of the phrase of Allama Iqbal’s
philosophical poetry - Jawab-e-Shikwa
below: 
Allama Iqbal says:

dil se jo baat nikaltī hai asar rakhtī hai
par nahīñ, tāqat-e-parvāz magar rakhtī hai

When passion streaming from the heart
turns human lips to lyres,

Some magic wings man’s music then, his
song with soul inspires; 

Children are like plants, they grow 360
degrees. They inquire, perceive, explore,
learn, re-learn and unlearn. What you sow
at home with respect to family, culture,
academics and emotional security, the same
you shall reap at school. Children need
enough love and care to grow. If parents put
in equal efforts as that of school, then the
best result can be obtained. Someone has
very beautifully phrased collaboration
efforts of teacher-student-parent as follows:

 
Education is like a cycle controlled 

by three forces
The teacher as the front wheel 

which gives direction,
The student as the back wheel 
does the work on the ground,

The parent as the chain, 
provide power to the whole system

This is not the conclusion but the beginning
of our mission at Focus High School. You
can join us by being a part of our team. Our
doors are open for talented teachers.
Parents who aspire to become teachers may
get trained and join us. Their contribution
may help us in bringing the desired change.
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Teaching
 An ardent métier
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How can parents empower the system?

Educating and nurturing
the children is the
responsibility of parents as
well as the school.  If parents
have a fixed mind-set about
their child’s progress then a
child may lose his innate
potential. Parents must
allow their children to grow
naturally and in this process
find out the hidden talents
of their children.



Takeout time for extra co curricular
activities. 
Avoid social media. Instead they can
make a habit to sit along with
grandparents and spend time with them
by sharing their day to day activities. 
A child can end the day by thanking their
parents who are always by their side.
 Lastly, be thankful to GOD for all you
have in your life, forget and forgive the
ones who have done wrong to you and
have adequate sleep.

This would help generate interest in studies,
boost confidence and help in better
conceptual understanding concepts. 
To conclude, I would suggest students to do
the following:

make their personal timetables. 
Wake up early in the morning to offer
prayers. This will help develop their
mental wellbeing. 
Exercise to develop motor skills. 
Have healthy nutritious breakfast, lunch
and dinner on time which will help
boost immunity, develop the brain and
to remain active. 
Study after school hours for a dedicated
time without any distractions where
they revise what is taught and also
complete homework. 

ROUTINE FOR STUDENTS
By Munazza Fatima High School

Coordinator

A routine is a sequence of actions that one
does repeatedly or the usual series of things
that one does at a particular time in a fixed
order. The students who aspire to be
successful develop a healthy, balanced
routine in their daily life to achieve
academic goals and targets. A daily routine
for students should include eating a
nutrition-rich diet, exercising, studying,
playing and getting enough sleep. To
successfully create a daily routine, the most
important thing is time management. 

As a student, one has a lot of responsibilities
from attending classes, completing
assignments, going to the playground or for
tuitions etc, to name a few. With a clear
schedule/routine and time management
skills, one can alleviate stress, stay
productive, and know how to balance fun
with studies. Routines boost self confidence
of the students, develop consistency and
remove distractions. Routines must be a
right mix of tasks that help achieve both
health and academic goals. These must be
performed in the same order everyday.
To start with, students CAN
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Kindness
Arshiya Fatima, C5B

Kindness is the act of being friendly,
generous, and considerate. It is a way of
showing care and concern for others. It is a
virtue that can make a person more liked
and respected. It can also make the world a
better place.
One act of kindness can make a difference in
someone’s life. It can brighten their day and
make them feel valued. A kind act can also
be contagious. When we see someone being
kind, it inspires us to be kind as well.
 
Kindness is something that doesn’t cost
anything but means a lot. It is a way to make
someone feel good. A kind act can be as
simple as a compliment or a smile. We can
also do something more significant, such as
volunteering our time or donating to a
cause.
No matter how big or small, our acts of
kindness can have a positive impact on
others. By being kind, we can make a
difference in the world, one person at a
time.



Adding value to a child’s self-esteem by
giving an opportunity to do something
different than a regular paper-pen test,
you add value to your child’s life. 

Learning does not occur only through
the lecture method. Learning happens
in numerous ways. It is the school’s
responsibility to give those rich
experiences to children. 

It encourages curiosity and sets children
up for inquiry. 

School as a place of interest: Various
activities at school encourage children to
look forward to coming to school. It
develops a strong sense of
belongingness towards the school
community. 

Last but not the least, it is beneficial for
the mental and physical health of the
children.

Experiential learning: Each time a child
participates in an event, he goes through
a process of getting himself ready to
face the audience. He works hard so that
he/she should put up his best, in speech
as well as appearance. This indirectly
boosts confidence. I have personally
experienced many introverts and shy
children after being on stage, show
change. They get the appreciation they
were looking for. Children should never
be stopped from participating in any
event.          

Building strong collaboration skills:
Often presentations are done in groups.
This helps the child to develop good
bonding with other classmates. The
entire group has a common goal to
achieve. A child is doing more than just
studying, he is using his resources to the
best. It is like getting polished. Everyone
wants to put their best foot forward. 

Learning beyond the black and white
text: School life comprises of two things,
one is your marksheet and other is your
skills. Not letting the skills develop
could damage the personality of
children. They may not grow up to their
possible potential.

Co curricular activities and
its role in child development

By Sabika Javeed, Co-curricular
Coordinator

Co-curricular activities, a word commonly
used in schools. One of the many functions
of a school is to organise co-curricular
events. I consider it an essential part of the
school curriculum. So let's take a brief look
at what it does?

For children……
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Set a goal: It's important to have a
purpose for every listening class .We
first begin with stating the purpose of
the listening class. This guides the
students to know where to focus
Prepare an environment :children are
taken to the separate listening room
with speakers. This is done to reduce
distractions and bring focus on auditory
senses. 
Introduce listening strategies:
instructing the children to listen to the
stories, poems, commentary, news etc
carefully and note down specific
information. This makes them active
listeners.
Repeat: No speaking can happen unless
you speak. Providing an opportunity to
speak is the key to these classes.
Children enjoy speaking the newly
learnt vocabulary. 

Listening class
By Sakeena Fatima, Teacher of English

(Primary School)

Developing English speaking skills in
students is very important. It's a tough
challenge for the teachers as students lack
exposure to the language. All the listening
that they do is only through teachers. Even
if students learn they do not have the day to
day vocabulary to speak. Adding to the
problem, children, in fact, never develop
the richness of the language. 
So to improve the speaking skills of
children, we came up with the idea of
listening classes. Listening not only
enhances your ability to listen, it also makes
you a better communicator.
How do we conduct our listening classes?

The class is all fun and there is no
assessment. Children keep repeating the
sentences, narrate stories and discuss the
topic heard in the class. A chatterful class
might be too much in other schools but not
in listening class.
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        Teachers &
Students in Action

Engage the students in warming up
activities.
Teachers demonstrate any exercise or
game. 
Identify some good performers
(students) in each group, who can
perform the skill with ease and ask the
rest of the students to observe carefully.
Check the level of competency in each
student at the end of the activity and
give them a feedback for improvement.
Make them play games according to
their age. 
Help them relieve stress. 
End the class by relaxing the muscles
and disperse. 

Keeping Fit
By Afshan Begum, Primary & High School

Teacher of Physical Education for Girls

Exercise should be part of daily life. It is as
important as eating and sleeping. Parents
and children do not realize its benefits and
as a result face health issues. Regular
exercise helps children grow to their full
height and weight. A fit person enjoys a
good life. He doesn’t get tired easily. He is
able to perform better in academics and
sports. He/She gets sound sleep and is free
from diseases. If one could understand the
importance of exercise they will soon
realize that good health saves a lot of
money. An individual becomes a
sportsperson only when he/she acquires
fundamental skills of the sport. Different
motor skills help the players to acquire
expertise in these fundamental skills.
Individual sports like sprinting, jumping,
throwing, relays, gymnastics help the
children develop focus and attention. In
our school a PE class is taken in the
following way.

Through PE classes children understand
the importance of rules and discipline.
Parents should also encourage sports
activities during holidays. 

 



 ध�यवाद । 
 क�वता ठाकुर और �दा�ना फा�तमा
 �ह�द� �वभाग
�ाथ�मक और उ� �व�ालय | 

छा� ��त�ब�ब (Student reflection)
सक�ना फा�तमा,क�ा-६
म� १४ �सत�बर को �ाथ�मक �व�ालय के �लए �ह�द� �दवस
सभा मे भाग �लया। हमने इस बारे मे बात क� �क �ह�द� �दवस
�य� मनाया जाता है और भाषा हमारे �लए �य� मह�वपूण� है ।
मुझ� इस सभा क� तैयारी करने मे ब�त मज़ा आया �य��क यह
एक मह�वपूण� भाषा सीखने का अनुभवथा ।जहाँ म� अपने
�ह�द� श�द� के उ�ारण मे सुधार करने,अपने संचार कौशल
और अ�यास करने म� स�म थी।वै��क महामारी के बाद छा��
के साथ सभा मे वापस आना �वशेष �प मे सुखद था।

 ध�यवाद।

हमारे �व�ालय म� मनाया गया '�ह�द� �दवस'

नम�कार

'�ह�द� को आगे बढ़ाना है
उ��त क� राह ले जाना है
केवल एक �दन ही नही 
�नत �ह�द� �दवस मनाना है!'

�ह�द� �कसी स�दाय �वशेष क� भाषा नही, ये जन - जन क�
भाषा है �ह�द� हमारे �दय क� भाषा है लोगो को आक�ष�त
करती है �ह�द� क� मधुरता, �व� म� अ�धक बोली जाने वाली
भाषा है �ह�द� । हमारे (फोकस) �व�ालय म� �ह�द� �दवस बड़े
उ�साह से उप �धानचाय� �मायंू सर और आसमा ज़ै�द मैैम क�
अ�य�ता म� मनाया गया ।
�ह�द� �दवस ��येक वष� १४ �सतंबर १९४९ को सं�वधान सभा
ने यह �नण�य �लया �क �ह�द� के�� सरकार क� आ�धका�रक
भाषा होगी ।
�श�कॊ और छा�� ने इक�ा होकर �ह�द� �दवस मनाया है ।
�व�ालय म� आयो�जत काय��म देश म� �ह�द� भाषा का मह�व
�वषय पर छा�� ने अपने �वचार �कट �कए और इस �दन
होनेवाले कुछ सब से �दलच� काय��म यह थे क� - भाषण
पढ़ना, गीत गाना,नृ�य करना,कबीरदास के दोहे,तुलसीदास के
दोहे,�ह�द� मे सामा�य �ान ��ो�री,नाटक करना,नारे
बोलना,क�वताए ं पढ़ना आ�द। इस �दन छा��ं को भाषण
देना,�नबंध �लखना और अ�य काम करना के �लए �ो�सा�हत
�कया गया है और �ह�द� �दवस काय��म म� भागलेने पर �माण
प� �दान �कया गया। 
मुझ� कुछ चुनौ�तयाँ का सामना ऐसा करना पड़ा जो - ब�े
उ�सा�हत नह� थे उन को भी �े�रत �कया ।उन ब�� को
काय��म मे भाग लेने क� सलाह द� और उन छा�� को आगे
बढ़ने के �लए �ो�सा�हत �कया और काय��म का हर काय�
समय पर पूरा करना मेरे �लए ब�त बड़ी चुनौती थी । 
अपने अ�य�ीय संबोधन म� उप �धानाचाय� ने कहा �क -
"�ह�द� देश को जोडने वाली भाषा है।�ह�द� को मातृभाषा का
दजा� �ा�त �आ है और हम� �ह�द� भाषा �क ओर �वशेष �यान
देना चा�हए ।"

म� कुछ पं��याँ कहना चा�ँगी।

"�ह�द� मीठ� मधुर वाणी
 हर �दल को ये भाती है 
 श�द-श�द म� शहद घुला
 हर मन को ये लुभाती है।"                         
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ماں باپ کی اہمیت 
C9A ,آمرین فاطمہ

ماں باپ اپنے آپ سے پہلے بچوں کا خیال کرتے ہے ۔ وہ

اپنے بچوں کو پال پوس کر بٹے کرتے ہیں۔ وہ اپنے بچوں

کو اچھی تعلیم نے کی کوشش کرتے ہے۔ ماں باپ اپنے
بچوں کو اچھا پڈا کر ایک اچھا انسان بنا نے کی کوشش

کرتے ہے۔ ہمیی اپنے ماں باپ کی خدمت کرنا چاہیے۔ ماں

باپ ہمارے لے مہنت کرتے ہیں تاکے ہم ایک اچھا انسان

بننے۔ ماں ہمارے سا تھ ہمیشا رہتی ہے۔ اور وہ ہمیں

اچھے آداب سکھتی ہے۔ اور ہمارے بابا کام کرکے مہنت

سے ہمارے اسکول کی فیس بھرتے ہیں۔ ہمیں اپنے ماں

باپ کی عذذت کرنی چاہیے۔ اور ان کا احترام کرنا چاہیے۔

ماں ایک ایسا ہیرا ہے جو کبھی خریدنے سے حاصل نہیں

ہوتا۔ ہمیں اپنے والدین کو خوش رکھنا چاہیے۔ اگر ہم کویٔ
مشکل یا پر یشانی پیش آۓ تو اپنے ماں باپ کو خوش

رکھنا چاہیے۔ اگر ہم ماں باپ کی طرف پیار سے دیکھنا
بھی عبادت ہے ۔ ہمیں اپنے ماں باپ کی ہر ضرورت کو

پورا کرنا چاہیے ۔ اگر وہ ہم بچوں کے لئے ہر چیز کر سکتے
ہیں تو ہمیں بھی اپنے ماں باپ کی ہر ضرورت کو پورا

کرنے کی کوشش کرنا چاہیے ۔ اج کل تمام لوگ کے یتیم

ہے اور سب اپنے ماں باپ کو یاد کرتے ۔ جو لوگ کے پاس

ماں باپ ہیں وہ بہت ہی قسمت والے ہیں ۔ اور وہ اپنے

ماں باپ کی خدمت،غذذت ، احترام،اچھے آداب وغیرہ

کرنا چاہیے۔



A better understanding of course
material. 
A broader view of the world and an
appreciation of community. 
Insight into their own skills, interests,
passions, and values. 
Opportunities to collaborate with
diverse organizations and people
Positive professional practices and skill
sets. 
The gratification of assisting in meeting
community needs 
Self-confidence and leadership skills 

Experiential Learning 
By Mohd Mahmood Ali, High School
Teacher of Mathematics and Physical
Sciences 

What   is   Experiential                            
 Learning and why is it                        
 important? 

Experiential Learning is the process of
learning by doing. By engaging students in
hands-on experiences followed by a
reflection activity, they are better able to
connect the new theories and knowledge to
real-world situations. Experiential learning
opportunities exist in a variety of course-
and non-course-based forms and may
include community service, service-
learning, undergraduate research, study
abroad/away, and culminating experiences
such as internships, student teaching, and
capstone projects, to name a few. 

 Experiential learning enhances 

In order to impart the quality education, we
are trying our level best to make students
meet today’s need of learning concepts
experimentally, practically and learn
through experience rather than rote
memorization. Thus a science laboratory
was set up in FOCUS HIGH SCHOOL,
Purani Haveli campus, where students are
asked to attend physical science and
chemical science in science lab and not in
their respective classrooms. 

Observations: students are curious, excited
and enjoy gathering new information in the
lab.

Conclusion: Students' engagement in
activities proves that Curiosity is the
mother of invention, they say. It was the
curiosity of knowing the reason behind the fall of
an apple which made Isaac Newton invent the
Laws of Motion. Aryabhatt, Kepler, Einstein
and a few more, were those super-brains
who led the path to scientific advances. 
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It encourages students to think creatively
and to look for real-world applications.
Encourages curiosity and the desire to try
new things. Children can learn organically
by making mistakes and correcting them.
Hands-on learning allows older students to
investigate potential career paths before
committing to any conclusions regarding
their careers.
Introducing blood groups to Class 9 was
both exciting and challenging for me. By
providing the students an opportunity to
find their own blood group through a
practical activity made the topic interesting.
I am glad that our school encourages
activity based learning to the children
Reflections from students:-
This experiment was fascinating. It taught
me something new. – Zainab Fatima C9A

I wasn't aware of my blood type before the
activity, therefore learning it made me
happy. Batool C9A

Kinesthetic Learning
By Maliha Fatima, High School Teacher of

Biological Sciences

Being a teacher entails a great deal of
responsibility. A teacher must nurture
young minds that are completely reliant on
them for learning. Teachers frequently
attempt to use traditional teaching
methods, either because they are under
pressure to complete the syllabus or
because they believe that students will
understand better if they are given direct
knowledge. 
Through my experience I believe that
kinesthetic learning should be promoted in
schools. It encourages both teachers and
students’ creativity in problem solving,
student’s independence, and improves skills
of discussion, investigation, and
communication. Different students learn in
different ways, and forcing everyone to
learn the same way can limit any given
class. 

Kinesthetic learning has the potential to
help or elevate any learner. Everyone's
learning needs are different . Children learn
at their own pace and in their own style.
Hands-on learning supports the student to
learn at his own pace. By allowing students
to move, discuss, interact, and truly engage
in the lesson, hands-on learning replaces
tired, traditional classroom instruction. 
Instead of being bored students waiting for
their turn, they are fully immersed in the
task's functional points. It allows them to
connect the presentation to their daily lives
more easily than just - listening, taking
notes and memorizing. It becomes a
magical experience for students. It's
interesting, so it's easier to remember and
more appealing to investigate. Kinesthetic
learners frequently grasp the "big picture"
of a lesson or activity quickly.
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� �ఠ�ల� �లుగు ��త�వ �డుకలు జ���.ఈ
��త�వం ప�్ర ఏ��29-ఆగసు�  న జరు�కుం�ము.ఆ
�� �లుగు �ష ఒక �ప�దనం గు�ం� ���
��టు� ,�టలు,��లు,క�ల �ప�దనం గు�ం�
�లుపబ�ం�.
 ���� ��  �ల�లు చదరంగం ఆట �ఠం చ�� చదరంగం
�రు� � త�� రు ��రు.�ళ�� అ� త�� రు
�య����ళ�� ఇం��  ఉం�ప���� వసు� �లు
ఉప��ం�రు.అ��ఇం� �మ�� 
 ఈక �ఠం �� �ల�లు ఒక ���� ే�� ���
��రు.అ��ఇం� �మ�� �ల�లు �లం�ణ �ష��
��� లు గు�ం� ఒక ���� ే�� ��� ��రు.�ను
�ల�ల�ఎ�� డు �సు� లు ఇ�� �మగ�ం ��� ను.���
�సు� లు అ���ంచ���ఇ�� ను.ఇ� �ళ���సు� లు
ఇవ�డం వళ� �ంచం �� ణం �రుగుతుం��ష �ద
ఆస��కలుగుతుం�. 
 ఆ త�� త �ల�ల��ను �ఠం �వరంగ �బు�ను.అ��
డు �ల�లు ���� సులభంగ అర�ం �సుకుం�రు. 
 �ళ��క�న�న ��లు ��� ఉ�హర�లు ఇసూ�  ఆ
���� సులభంగ చ���� ను. ఆ త�� త
�ల�ల�����సంబం�ం�న పశ��లు
అడుగు�ను,���� ను. 
 ఇ�ం���� పధ�తుల �� ర �ల�ల��ష �రు�
�వడం�, చదవడం � స�య పడుతు�� ను .

 "మన �లుగు �ష"
By Ms.Ayesha

�ల�లు �లుగు �ష � �� క�న�న �ష
అనుకుం�రు.�� �స����ఇ��� సులభ�న
�ష.ఒక���లుగు అర��ం�అం���కన� మం� �ష
ఏ�ఉండదు అ� ఒక �వం కలుగుతుం�.ముందు ఏ�న
�రు� ��� అం�పటు� దల,శధ��,క�మ��ణ ఉం��. 
 ఇ�� డు �లం�ణ � �లుగు అ��ముఖ��న �ష
అ�ం�.అందు�ప�్ర ఒకరు �లుగు �ట���,�రు�
��� కూడ.ముఖ�ం� త��దండు� లు �ల�ల��లుగు �ష
క�న�న �ష �దు అ� ��� �, �� త��ం��.��
�� మం�త��దండు� లు �ళ� �ల�ల ముందర ఈ �ష
�� క�న�న �ష అ� అం�రు.�ళ� �ద��
అ��ట కూ�� ం��తుంద.అ� త��దండు� లు ఎ�� డు
�ప�కూడదు.�ల�ల� �లుగు �ష �రు�
�వ����� త��ం��. �ల�లు ఏ�న �రు�
�వ���త��దండు� ల �త��� ముఖ��న�.�ళ��
గనక �ల�ల� �� �� ��� �ల�లు ఏ�న �రు� 
 �గలుగు�రు.మనుషుల�అ�ధ��న�ఏ��దు.�న�
డు ఏ�న ��ంచవచు� .�లుగు �ష �యడం �� �రు�
�వ����� ముందుగ వ�� మల వ�� ఉం��.ఆ త��
త ��� �స��క సంఘటలను చూ��, అం���� �లుగు
కథలు,�లుగు �గ ��� ��ళ�� ఉం�ఇంక �గ
�ష� �రు� �వచు� . 
�ను ముందు� �ల�ల�ఒక��బు�ను.�లుగు �రు�
�వ���భయపడకూడదు.�ళ�� �ద�గ వర��ల �గ
����� ను.�� �సం �ను ��� యు� టు� ����
చూ��� ను ��� వ�� ���� ను. �ను ��� ప��కలు
కూడ ఉప���� ను.ఏందుకం��� �� ర �ల�లు ���
�త��త� ప�లు �రు� కుం�రు.ఈ ఒక ట�� �ల�ల�ఒక
గూ� � � ఇ��ఇంక �� ఉ�� హంగ ��� రు.
 �న �మ�� �ను ఇ�� న ట�� �ర�ప��క �� ర ���
ప�లు �తకడం ���అ�� లు ఆంగ�ం � �యడం.ఈ
ట�� �ల�లు �ల ఉ�� హంగ ��రు. �ల�ల���లు
���ట�� డు �ను ముందు� ��� ����సంబం�ం�
��� పశ��లు అడుగు�ను.�ళ����� �సు� లు ఇ�� ను. 
 ����సంబం�ం�న ��� �స��క సంఘటలను
���ల �� ర చూ��� ను.��� ���� ే��� �సు� లు
ఇ�� ను.���� ే�� �సు� లు ఇవ�డం వళ� �ల�ల�
జటు� కృ�� ఏ� ప� ��� � �లుసు� ం�, �ల�లు ��
తంతం్రగ ఏ�న �రు� �వ���ముందుగు వ�� రు. 
�ష� ఇంక �గ �రు� కుం�రు.సులభంగ
��� ���పయ� �� �� రు కూడ.�ల�ల���� �న� �న�
��� లు ���ం�ను.ఎ��మనము తరగ��
��� డు�� అ���� లు �ల�ల� ���ం�ను.
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STEM - The magical subject
By Nabeel Ali, C8B

One of the most wonderful things added to
my syllabus this year is the STEM subject. It
is wonderful in all aspects. It has coding,
engineering, maths and science. All these
are my favourite subjects. 
Uptil now we have learnt coding. Our
subject is divided into two semesters. At the
end of this semester, we designed games to
solve problems. It was a collaborative
project but we had a lot of fun doing it. We
designed games in coding. The future lies
in coding. According to me all children
must learn coding. 
I am deeply thankful to Humayun Sir for
his farsightedness and introducing a new
subject like this. My thanks to Maria Ma’am,
who teaches with all her interest.                                
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Participate in their activities to give
them a feeling that they are being
supported.
Celebrate their achievements, no matter
big or small.
Education should be the top most
priority, cut down on their after school
activities that are really not necessary.
Provide a quiet place at home away
from distractions 
Read, Read, and Read - the best way a
parent can embrace their child's
learning. Either you can read to your
child or have your child read to you.
Encourage them to read newspaper
articles, good books and magazines.
Monitor their screen time, and the
content they browse.

Parents are Equal Partners in
child’s Education

By Kaneez E Zehra, Primary Coordinator,
Teacher of English

‘’At the end of the day, the most
overwhelming key to a child's success is the
positive involvement of parents’’ - Jane D
Hull

Is the saying not true? Researchers have
recognized that a positive bond between
parents and teachers play a vital role in the
development and education of children.
Many parents believe that their children’s
education is entirely in the hands of the
teachers, but fail to understand that
parental involvement is as crucial as
teachers' contribution. Children tend to do
their best when they observe their parents
connecting themselves to school in
meaningful ways. No doubt, everyone
juggles between professional and personal
tight schedules, but you need to believe that
minting out and investing a few hours to
spend quality time with your children will
have long term benefits on their overall
growth and development.
A few simple ways a parent can adopt to
support their child’s education…. 

Listen: It is a general assumption that a
child should listen to the parents and
not the other way around. But that is not
correct. Parents should also listen to
children. They feel valued when they
are listened to, an essential element to
boost their confidence.
Stay connected with the school. Strong,
respectful relationships with school and
teachers can work wonders for your
child.
Checking their home assignments and
signing their diaries regularly is equally
important.
Have a family connect time. 

Education today is not confined to the four
walls of the classroom, and just a teacher
imparting knowledge, it is way beyond.
Give children the right kind of exposure
outside the classroom, and this can be
possible only with parents providing
opportunities for a child to explore. Show
them that you are equally involved in
educating them. ‘’Your children need your
presence more than your presents’’.



Learning through exploring
Socio-enthusiastic

By Aliya Khanam, High School Teacher of
Social Studies 

Social studies basically seeks to arm citizens
with knowledge about the world, nation
and society around them, with the help of
other disciplines like Political science,
History, Economics, Religion, Geography,
Anthropology, and Psychology. With such
knowledge, children and young adults
understand the world better and make
informed decisions about civic issues.
These issues affect them and their families
directly or indirectly. Such issues include
health care, crime, migration, foreign
policy etc.

Social studies can be taught through 3E’s -
Exploring, Experimenting & Evolving.
Students find Social a boring subject but
through exploring & experimenting
themselves in any activity they can solve
appropriate levels of challenges, and can be
a quick decision maker.
When a teacher’s teaching is followed by
constructivism (student-centred learning),
it gives an opportunity to the students to
develop curiosity which leads to thought
provoking questions & lifelong learning.
Such teaching has a great impact on the
students.                                                                                    
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The reality of social media
By Mohd Yousuf C9B, Vice Captain

Social media is the biggest enemy of
students. It wastes more than 50% of their
time which could easily be used in other
productive work. Nowadays most of the
people use apps such as Twitter, Instagram
and Facebook. Facebook and Instagram are
the apps that are the most dangerous . 

Twitter somewhat creates a balanced
position for me. It shows the latest news
around the world. It keeps me updated. If
anything interests me, then I will read more
about it. I will try to find out the depth of
the news. Keeping updated oneself with
news is always good. You can discuss the
same with your friends, participate in
debate and discussions. 

Teachers like those students who are well
aware of their surroundings. Being a leader,
I shoulder the responsibility of guiding
other students too. In that case, News is
good for me.  I was upset at the fact that the
Russia – Ukraine war is still going on. 

It trended in the beginning but soon all got
bored with it and very soon forgot the war.
Now the implications are more severe but
no one has time. This I feel is the biggest
problem with social media. Every topic
over here tends to last for only a few weeks
or even days. 

If I think deeper, I have realised that our
generation is growing up with the fact that
everything is short lived.Their focus and
interest to do any work is also short lived.
They have little attention span and severe
health issues. In the end, I would like to
suggest to my friends that you may use
social media but it should be done with
responsibility and awareness.



Poverty: parents who struggle to make
ends meet, easily give up on their
daughter's schooling more than their
male counterparts. 
Unreachable government schools:
parents of the rural areas face the
problem of distance. They are not
willing to send their daughters to far
away schools thinking about their
security. 
Ideology: few parents are of the opinion
that a girl is meant to be at home taking
care of household chores. There is no
need for education. 
Social issues also keep girls at home.
Child marriage and child labour are two
commonly found issues in India. 

Girls’ Education
a challenge still today

By Syeda Zainab Fatima, C9A

If we look at the demographics of our
country, we find that India is one of the
most populated countries in the world. The
ratio of men and women is not equal. The
percentage of men is higher than women.
In a country where women are considered
goddesses, it is surprising to see the
percentage of girl education. The
difference is visible both in urban as well as
rural areas. In my article, I would like to
state some of the reasons for this lower rate
in girl education. Awareness about the
problem is essential, and everyone needs to
think deeply for a solution.  

Let me first list down the factors: 

Feeling this problem near my heart, I think
that everyone must work towards it. The
problem cannot be eradicated overnight
but one must understand that progress of
India lies in the hands of an educated
population. Girls are indeed the future of
our nation.                                                                
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School life
By Saba Fatima Khorasani 

C8A

School life is all about learning. School life
is all about getting ready for a bigger school
called ‘World’ . We need to get ready to face
challenges. At this moment, I would like to
say that Schools in general have a great
influence on children. A school moulds the
character of a child. 

It helps in developing attitudes, abilities and
basic principles of life. For many of us, days
spent in school are the happiest of all.
Every moment spent in school is every
moment to be cherished in future. 

I study at Focus high School. I am glad that
I am part of such a good school. My school
is one of the renowned schools in my town.
It is beautiful, neat and huge. 

My school has all the facilities like a STEM
lab, sports area, Science lab and library. I
like going upstairs to play games in the PE
period. During the library period the
colourful books all arranged neatly in
shelves attract us to read more. 

It gives wings to my imagination. I like both
fiction and nonfiction books. The STEM lab
has its own essence. Engineering and
coding. 

Earlier I would think that these are so
difficult things but now as we are learning,
we are enjoying it a lot. Science Lab and
arts room are all in their place. One is
extremely neat and another is colourful. 

The small hangings make us feel cheerful.
Everytime I go to an arts lab, I feel I have
entered an enchanted world. I am thankful
to my school for all these things. I know,
one day, I will be out of the school but I will
always remember my school life.



Arts 
The joy of doing

By Tasneem Fatima, Primary Teacher of
Arts 

There is no general definition of what
constitutes art but its definition has
changed over time. Painting, Sculpture, and
Architecture can all come under art. Until
the 17th century, art was referred to as any
skill or mastery and was not differentiated
from crafts or sciences. In modern usage
that is after the 17th century, aesthetic
considerations were given paramount
importance. Later fine art was separated
from other arts such as the decorative or
applied arts.In Focus High School, Arts is
considered as important as other subjects
like Languages, Math, Science and Social. 

Students show keen interest in activities
related to arts which encourages me to plan
and implement new arts activities for them
in each class. Few students come up with
their own art work which I display as
motivation for other students. Children
enjoy art work. To keep them away from
art is not healthy. It helps them perceive
colours, shapes, forms and develops
aesthetic sense. I had the joy of teaching
emboss painting, glass painting, pot
painting, to the students. I feel happy when
children come running to art class. Art is a
therapy. It works wonders for their own
development. It allows them to express
their creativity, emotions, and they become
imaginative.
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Difficulties in Indian languages are
overcomed by teaching basic alphabets
with sounds, followed by reading 3-4
lettered words, along with comprehension.
Our AICU classes are stress free. Children
enjoy, learn and overcome their learning
gaps through games, puzzles, crossword,
word-formation etc. 
Speaking of language is given utmost
importance. Reading, comprehension and
writing skills are introduced slowly one by
one. PHE & ICT has been added to each
unit so that students don't miss extra
curricular activities. The most important
strategy for the success of the AICU is the
high interaction ratio of 1:6 for teacher:
students. Regular lecture method of
teaching is replaced with 20-30% of
intensive teaching time and 70%-80% of
individual attention time. Thus the teacher
interaction time is intense and full of care. 

The Assessment
Students performance is evaluated through
rigorous daily homework follow up, weekly
and monthly assessments in each subject /
language. 

The Duration
The course has been designed for a
maximum of three months. It is expected
that students will overcome the academic
gaps and become eligible to revert in the
mainstream curriculum and grade level.
The success of the AICU depends on the
support extended by parents at home to
practise concepts covered in school.  

I would like to use this opportunity to thank
parents of C6 & C7 who believed in us to
initiate and execute the program. 

Credit - The AICU idea has been borrowed from Shaheen
Institutions, Bidar-Karnataka.

The Fact figures
Nearly 90% Indians between 10-16 years
lack basic operational maths skills. Only
12.3 per cent of India’s lower secondary
school students (aged 10–16) are proficient
in basic mathematics. (UNESCO SDG 4
report; 24 January 2022). 

The Need
It is very difficult for students to
understand the Mathematics, English &
Indian languages of their grade level
without having basic clarity of foundational
concepts. The government’s resolution to
promote children every academic year,
even if he/she has not completed the grade
level requirements has actually backfired.
Students develop huge academic gaps of 3-
4 years. With no intervention being done in
primary classes, these gaps keep widening
every year.

FHS Intervention Approach
On 14 October 2022, FHS started the
Academic Intensive Care Unit (AICU) at the
Purani Haveli campus. Each 'unit' (group of
students) is pulled out from the classrooms
and taught individually by a teacher expert.
The teacher is supposed to understand their
set of students and help him/her in the best
possible way. Our approach is to support
children in their academics, starting from
basics in Maths and English, covering all
their learning gaps. 
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If we do not let the child experience things
around him the child will grow up as a
degenerate child. When nature has its own
process of development, one cannot change
it or force it to become faster. We cannot
force a 6 month old to walk, just as we
cannot force a child to understand or learn
things which are beyond his age. There are
tendencies in every child. 

In order to become independent, the child
is inclined to do things on his own. The
mind will develop through experiences. It
is only through experience that a child can
grow, and freedom plays a vital role in the
same.

“If teaching is to be effective with young
children, it must assist them to advance on
the way to independence” - By Maria
Montessori

The independence of a child leads to
normal growth. In order to ensure the child
can become independent, we should offer
him enjoyable activities allowing him/her
to repeat till they master it. 

We should also support the child through a
literacy environment at home. Having
independence as a continuous process
allows a child to develop strength, self-
confidence and self-perfection. 

Independence is crucial for
children

By Rabab Fatima, Teacher of Montessori

“The greatest gift we can give our children
are the roots of responsibility and the wings
of independence” - By Maria Montessori

The development of a child is a conquest
for greater independence. The stages of
development are the same throughout the
world but differ with the environment
provided to them. Development of a child
acts jointly with independence. In order for
children to grow normally, they need to
have independence. 

Every individual strives to work according
to their will. There is a subconscious will in
every child to perform certain tasks that
helps normal growth in them. Depending
on the child's development, we need to
provide meaningful activities and
independence to children so that they can
function according to his/her own
tendencies until they reach adulthood. 

If a child is given the freedom to work
according to his/her will, they learn
enthusiastically and are always happy. A
child can only develop by experiencing the
environment. A child's first freedom is
being born and coming out of his mother's
womb. Likewise, a child's first step to
independence is learning to speak. 

Now he can express himself and doesn't
need others to do the guess work. Six
month old babies can survive without their
mother’s milk. Learning to walk is the next
level of independence. He does not need
anyone to carry him. Adolescents who
dislike being dependent on their parents
tend to be independent. In an environment,
children develop through experience.  
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Spelling through phonics in
Early years

By Durdana Fatima, Montessori Teacher

Phonetics is a developmental milestone
when it comes to literacy. Most children
struggle with reading and spelling in
primary years. The struggle to use the right
combination of letters in English can be
tricky for some children. 
Learning to spell phonetically helps a child
to develop a strong connection between the
letters and their sounds that later assists
him/her with other skills like reading and
writing. During 3-6 years the child’s mind is
highly absorbent and sensitive to learning
of language. The important question is how
to teach spelling from the very beginning,
so that it becomes an automatic and
effortless lifetime skill. 

At Focus High School, our solution is the
Let’s Read program that helps the children
to build systematic skills of reading which
over a period of time helps them to become
fluent readers. The program is unique and
uses many strategies that make learning
enjoyable. One of the most important
factors in teaching letter sounds is the way
the teacher pronounces each sound. We
teach children letter sounds so that they can
use those sounds to read words. 

When children are reading words, they
must be able to blend the sounds together
to form words. The kinesthetic activities
turn reading into play. Through games and
activities the children learn to read
effortlessly. We assess every child’s Reading
Age at the beginning, middle and end of the
academic year. This helps us to track the
progress of every child. Take a look at our
class- reading in action!
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Joy of Learning with
Montessori Method

By Sumana fatima, Montessori D

The learning phase of a child is the special
stage in early years where they learn new
words, new emotions, and form new
behavioural patterns based on their
experiences in the environment. The time,
effort, and tools you provide to the children
in this crucial phase are no less than an
investment. 

Every little thing makes a huge impact on
their progress and can have an everlasting
impression on their developing minds.
Montessori is a method of education that is
based on self-directed activity, hands-on
learning and collaborative play. 

In Montessori classrooms children make
creative choices in their learning which
helps in holistic development. The self
learning material ensures that the concepts
are well learnt and the confidence of the
child remains high. Here are samples of
activities that the children chose to do in
our Montessori class.
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 Learning geography with Montessori Maps

Learning geometry with Montessori
constructive triangles and binomial Cube 

Learning to be independent with practical
life activities

Enhancing sensorial skills with Montessori
Sound boxes

Enhancing numerical skills with Montessori  
beads



NIOS 
By Kubra Fatima

 
We are the NIOS batch. I feel we are the
uniquely special teenagers who have
missed a few crucial skills while growing
up. But, we found a special place in Focus
High School where we are taking every
initiative to improve and keep up with the
pace of this demanding world. 

Our curriculum has been modified so that
we can complete our high school without
stress. The carefully thought of schedules
and the collective efforts of our teachers
are the reason why our class takes up any
challenge with a smile. All our subjects are
connected to Life Skills. 

At Focus High School, we have learnt
discipline and strength of character. Our
field trips expose us to the world beyond
our reach. Apart from intellectual growth
our school focuses a lot on mental health.
Guidance for our future is given through
Career Counseling sessions. These classes
give us realistic acheivable goals that we can
strive towards.

Importance of Play in Early
Childhood

By Zainab Asghar, Pre Primary
Coordinator

Play is the work of the child- Dr. Maria
Montessori.

When children are allowed to explore their
environment through meaningful activities
they can learn an unfathomable amount of
knowledge about their world. In a
Montessori classroom, children can both
experience and play at the same time.  

Play helps children in brain development,
creative thinking, language, forming
friendships, communication skills, sharpens
reflexes, keeping themselves controlled,
growing empathy, thinking ability,
increasing emotional maturity and
improves vocabulary. The children who
were given multiple opportunities to play
in their early life grow up not only
physically but also emotionally and socially
stronger. 

When children are given the right
encouragement and support, they create
‘Pretend’ scenarios by talking with peers,
using props in a symbolic way, and
developing specific roles and rules. (Recall-
teacher-teacher; playing mummy daddy).
These games are very important to
understand social contexts and social
norms. 

Children in early years must be given a lot
of opportunities at home and in school.
The child should take interest in outdoor
and indoor games and activities. As
caretakers of tomorrow's generation, let us
all unite in providing abundant
opportunities to our children and facilitate
play for their development and growth.
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Trip to Salarjung museum



Remedial ( service available Focus NKB
& DS Campuses

Counselling (service available in all 3
campuses)

SEN (special educational needs) service
available in Endeavour Department at
PH Campus only

Endeavour (Special Needs)
Department

The Endeavour section is a new initiative of
Focus High School which started in 2019-
2020. We recognised a high need in the
community for children who have no place
to learn and grow. We started our
department with 4 students and have now
reached a maximum strength of 47
children. 

There is a mixture of neuro diversified
students who have challenges ranging from
Down Syndrome, Severe Learning
Disabilities, Fragile-x syndrome, Global
delay, Cerebral Palsy, Severe Autism, severe
ADHD Intellectual Disability etc. 

Our staff comprises Special B.Ed teachers
and trained, experienced therapists.We
focus on life skills, social skills,
communication skills and self management
as a priority. 

The idea is to enable these children to live
as independently as possible and become
productive members of the community. 

Categories:

Occupational Therapy
Speech Therapy
Physiotherapy
Vocational training 
Remedial Therapy
Training in social & behavioural skills
Life skill training

Services provided:
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Exposure Visits to different Montessori
schools and pre-primary settings
Attending Multiple seminars and
webinars to gain insight knowledge of
Early Childhood Educations
Weekly sessions by subject experts
Virtual Exchange with Lone Star college
(Housten)US to know the educational
system, Culture & way of teaching
Therapy sessions to connect themselves
with their own personality and taking
out ME TIME

We have successfully completed two
batches of Focus Teacher Training Centre
and the third batch is under training. The
journey of training is full of 

The main aim of this training is to uplift
the level of teaching in our society and
bring a transformation of ideas and
mindsets within each teacher. Our training
is helpful for personal growth and
development and also for parenting. 

During this training we focus on improving
their English Communication & ICT skills.
Most of the experienced teachers also need
awareness of child development and child
psychology. After training at Focus High
School, teachers start applying best
practices and strategies learnt during their
internship.
We also want to change the perspective of
the society that not anyone can become a
pre-primary teacher. Teaching is a vocation
that requires skills and training. To become
an efficient teacher a person must have that
calibre, knowledge & patience and a feeling
of happiness to make students a better
human being. This training allows teachers
to discover their purpose in life and take
action towards achieving their dreams-
which might or might not be teaching. 
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ECE Session (Left), English
Communications Session (Right)

Trainee with students (Left), Virtual
Exchange with Lone Star College, Housten,

US (RIght)

TTC ex- trainees selected as Teachers as
transformers

Therapy Session (Left), PAT FEST at
Osmania University (Right)

Teacher Training Centre
B y  S y e d a  L u l u  F a t i m a ,  T e a c h e r ’ s  T r a i n i n g  c o o r d i n a t o r

PP teachers & trainees at The SHRI RAM
ACADEMY
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